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Brand Guidelines

Your seller profile allows you to add a logo 
and branded banner. If none are added, the 
ones you see to the left will be used.

Profile Image
Centered logo or image in a square, 
minimum 600px x 600px

Will be cropped into a circle for your 
Seller page, so leave space on each 
side of the image
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Banner Image
Horizontal image or graphic 
expanding upon your brand

1380px x 400px, 72DPI minimum



Brand Guidelines

Your seller profile allows you to add a logo 
and branded banner. If none are added, the 
ones you see to the left will be used.

Brief Summary
No more than two sentences, include 
your primary products, location, and 
tagline or mission if applicable.
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Brand Guidelines

Your seller profile allows you to add a logo 
and branded banner. If none are added, the 
ones you see to the left will be used.

Full Description
5-10 sentences describing your primary 
products, where you are based, what 
makes your shop unique, and your 
experience as a military spouse if you’d 
like to share.
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Personal Images
You can also upload images as part of 
this description. All images should be 
72DPI minimum. 
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Seller Page
Policies

Brand Policies
SHIPPING
Should include expected lead time for ship out 
day, if expedited shipping is available, if only ship 
within continental U.S., etc.

REFUNDS
Include guidelines like must be unworn or in 
original packaging. Remember to include a return 
period, such as only accepted 30 days after 
purchase. 

CANCELLATIONS / RETURNS
Include statements like orders can not be 
cancelled but that can be returned within 30 days 
(or) cancellations will be accepted within 24hrs of 
purchase.
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Product Image 
Guidelines

1. Square images are recommended, minimum 
of 1000px x 1000px at 72DPI

2. Take pictures that are clear, simple and use 
proper lighting. When in doubt use a light grey 
or white background.

3. Use props to enhance your photo or show 
your product(s) being used to provide more 
context such as scale.

4. Use multiple angles or varying shots of your 
product to properly showcase the dimension 
and scale. A minimum of 2-3 images is 
preferred.

5. Provide a closeup of your product(s) for 
shoppers to get a sense of detail.



Title Description
Keep your title description short so 

that shoppers know exactly what 

product you are selling and can find 

easily via search.

More Details
Add detailed information in the main 

description area such as what makes 

your product unique, materials used, 

turnaround time, customization and 

more.

Add Variations
Include any variations of your product 

such as different color, size, custom 

options and more.

Add Keywords
Each listing should include proper 

tagging and keywords. This is the 

best way to ensure shoppers will find 

your product as they search.

Product Guidelines



Social Media Recommendations
General About Spouse-ly Boilerplate 
Check out my products on the fastest growing woman-owned marketplace. Shop goods from 
families who give. Spouse-ly is dedicated to showcasing the amazing goods and services of 
military & first responder families.

Social Post Example 
Check out my latest line, available only on 
Spouse-ly! Spouse-ly is an online marketplace 
to purchase goods from families who give. 
Supporting military spouses, veterans, and first 
responders. 

Find your new favorite products, shop 
Spouse-ly!

 View products ▸
(Spouse-ly.com/sketchandsentiment)



Additional Tips

Limited Time Offers
Create LTOs or on-Spouse-ly only products. 
This gives a unique opportunity to diverse 
your offerings and cater further to the 
Spouse-ly audience.

Reviews
Ensuring you’re asking for reviews for each 
product as part of your customer 
communications, this gives your products 
further validation. 

Upsell
Make it easy, for example, if you sell 
photography, also sell a framing option, 
or offer gift wrapped.
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Further opportunities to grow your shop.



Thank You 
for Selling on 
Spouse-ly!

support@spouse-ly.com #shopspousely


